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Influence of Nb on the $\beta\rightarrow\alpha''$ martensitic phase transformation and properties of the newly designed Ti-Fe-Nb alloys
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Abstract

A series of Ti-7Fe-$x$Nb ($x = 0, 1, 4, 6, 9, 11$ wt%) alloys was designed and cast to investigate the $\beta\rightarrow\alpha''$ martensitic phase transformation, $\beta$ phase stability, the resulting microstructure and mechanical properties. Phase analysis revealed that only Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy shows a single body-centered cubic $\beta$ phase microstructure while the others are comprised of $\beta$ and orthorhombic $\alpha''$ phases. Moreover, Nb addition up to 11 wt% enhances the stability and volume fraction of $\beta$ phase in the microstructure, hence reducing the propensity of the alloy system to form $\alpha''$ phase during quenching. Compressive yield strength and hardness of the alloys are (985-1847) MPa and (325-520) Hv respectively. Additionally, Ti-7Fe-11Nb possesses the lowest Young’s modulus (84 GPa) and the highest deformability (42% strain) amongst the designed alloys due to the single $\beta$ phase microstructure. This high deformability is also corroborated by the large plastic deformation zone underneath the Vickers indenter. In contrast, the fractured surfaces of Ti-7Fe and Ti-7Fe-1Nb alloys after compressive tests mostly contain shallow dimples, verifying their low ductility. The good combination of mechanical properties obtained for Ti-7Fe-11Nb renders it more desirable than commonly used CP-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V materials and makes it a promising candidate for biomedical application.
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1. Introduction

Titanium and titanium alloys have been extensively used for manufacturing load-bearing orthopaedic implants [1, 2] due to their combination of unique properties including low density, high specific strength, superior corrosion resistance, excellent biocompatibility and low modulus of elasticity [3, 4]. Early in the development of materials for orthopaedic applications, CP-Ti was used as an implant material but later it was substituted by Ti-6Al-4V due to its higher strength and improved corrosion resistance compared to CP-Ti [5, 6]. While Ti-6Al-4V has been one of the most widely used titanium alloys for medical implants, it has been reported that the release of toxic aluminium (Al) and vanadium (V) ions may induce some long-term serious health problems [6]. Consequently, Al-free and V-free titanium alloys have been developed [7, 8]. However, in terms of mechanical properties these developed alloys are relatively similar to Ti-6Al-4V as they belong to α or (α+β)-type titanium alloys. Their modulus of elasticity values are still considerably higher than that of bone [7] which can lead to the stress-shielding phenomenon [3]. This phenomenon, which decreases the load stimulus for continued bone remodelling, reduces the bone density and consequently leads to loosening of the implant and subsequent refracture of the bone [3, 8].

Because of their body-centered cubic (bcc) crystalline structure, the β-type titanium alloys exhibit an elastic modulus lower than α and (α+β)-type alloys, which may mitigate the stress shielding phenomenon [9], hence promoting bone remodelling [10, 11]. It is widely known that certain phases/crystal structures of titanium alloys may be stabilized through incorporation of specific alloying elements [5, 6]. It is known that α-stabiliser elements include Al, O, N and Sn, whereas β-stabilizers are Fe, Nb, Mo and Ta [5]. In the last two decades, research on titanium alloys for biomedical applications has increasingly focused on developing β-type Ti alloys containing non-toxic β-stabilizer alloying elements like Nb, Ta, Zr, Mo, for example, Ti–12Mo–6Zr–2Fe [3], Ti–35.3Nb–5.1Ta–7.1Zr [3] and Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn [12]. Such alloys have better properties than α and (α+β)-type titanium alloys, including good ductility and high strength in combination with lower modulus of elasticity [8, 13]. However, most of these developed β-type titanium alloys contain a
great amount of expensive elements with high density and melting points such as Ta, Nb, Zr and Mo. Additionally, as these elements are rare in the earth’s crust, the recently developed alloys containing a high value of these expensive elements could not compete with the commercial alloys [8]. Consequently, researchers have now focused on designing new β-type titanium alloys which include non-toxic, low-cost, abundant metals such as Fe, Mn and Cr to reduce consumption of high cost elements like Ta, Nb, Zr and Mo [3, 8]. Example of these alloys include Ti–Mn–Fe [3], Ti–Cr–Sn–Zr [3] and Ti–Fe–Ta–Zr [14].

While Fe is an attractive low cost β-stabilizer element along with the β-stabilizer and biocompatible component, Nb, for developing β-type titanium alloys [6], few studies have addressed the relevant properties of Ti-Fe based alloys. Researchers have shown that the stability of β phase and mechanical properties of β-type Ti alloys are strongly affected by the existence of martensitic phases, like α'', α' and ω, which may precipitate in metastable β-type Ti alloys upon quenching to room temperature or deformation [15]. Therefore, it is important to investigate the effect of β-stabilizer content on the stability of β phase and properties of β-type Ti alloys. As such, the present study focuses on a series of designed Ti-Fe-Nb alloys in which the influence of Nb content on β→α'' martensitic phase transformation and particularly on the stability of β phase during casting is investigated. It also assesses the effects of Nb content on the microstructural and mechanical characteristics of the Ti-Fe-Nb alloys.

2. Experimental

Ti-7Fe-xNb (x = 0, 1, 4, 6, 9, 11 wt%) alloys were designed and fabricated from 99.9% pure raw Ti, Fe and Nb metals using cold crucible levitation melting (CCLM) under an argon atmosphere. The CCLM furnace, a type of induction melting furnace, was composed of a water-cooled crucible made from high purity copper segments. Induction coils were wrapped around the crucible and connected to a frequency inverter power supply. After complete melting of the raw metals and subsequent mixing, the electric power was turned off and the molten metals were solidified into an ingot in the water-cooled copper crucible. The alloy ingots were flipped and re-
melted four times to promote their chemical homogeneity. The as-cast alloy ingots (hereafter referred to as the “as-cast” samples) were 8 mm in diameter and 100 mm long. The as-cast samples were sectioned using a Buehler Isomet low speed diamond saw to obtain specimens for various purposes. The phase constitution in the alloys was identified by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) using PANalytical EMPYREAN diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 nm). XRD patterns were recorded at a step size of 0.01° and scanning speed of 1 deg/min. The integrated areas for α” and β diffraction peaks in the XRD spectra were determined by using the peak-fitting program, Fityk, with Pearson VII function [16, 17]. Based on the integrated areas, the volume fraction ($V_f$) of α” and β phases were calculated in a similar manner to Ref. [18] using the equations below:

$$V_{f(α″)} = \frac{A_{α″}}{A_{α″} + A_β}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (1)$$

$$V_{f(β)} = \frac{A_β}{A_{α″} + A_β}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2)$$

where $V_{f(α″)}$ and $V_{f(β)}$ are the volume fractions and $A_{α″}$ and $A_β$ are the total integrated areas, corresponding to α” and β phases, respectively.

To characterize microstructural features, samples surfaces were prepared using conventional grinding and polishing procedures followed by etching in Kroll’s solution (5 vol% HF, 30 vol% HNO₃ and 65 vol% H₂O). The microstructures of the alloys were examined using a Zeiss optical microscope (OM) and elemental mapping was conducted by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Jeol JSM 6000) with an energy dispersive X-ray detector (EDX). To evaluate the mechanical properties of the as-cast titanium alloys, compressive and hardness tests were conducted. To determine the compressive yield stress, plastic strain and modulus of elasticity, a compressive test was carried out on the cylindrical specimens of 8 mm in diameter and 16 mm long using an Instron 5980 universal testing machine at a crosshead speed of 0.001 mm/s at room temperature. To ensure the accuracy of Young’s modulus, a clip-on extensometer attached to the specimen was used to measure the strain. Young’s modulus was determined for each specimen as the slope of the linear portion of stress-strain curve [19]. For each alloy composition, the average value of
Young’s modulus was calculated from 5 repeat tests. In addition, the fractured surface of any specimen which broke during compressive testing was observed using SEM.

Vickers hardness measurements of the polished samples were carried out using a ZwickRoell hardness testing machine with a load of 5 kgf and a dwell time of 30 s. The average hardness values were obtained from at least 10 measurements. To characterize the deformed morphology beneath the Vickers indentation, the bonded interface technique was employed [20, 21]. Thereafter, the deformation morphology beneath the indentation imprint was examined by SEM.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phase analysis and microstructure

Fig. 1 shows the XRD profiles of Ti-7Fe and the ternary Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys, which indicate that all alloys except Ti-7Fe-11Nb are comprised of bcc β and orthorhombic α'' phases. Additionally, the TiFe intermetallic compound is not presented in all alloys because of the low Fe content in the studied alloys [22]. Based on the XRD patterns, the volume fractions of the alloy phases were estimated; according to Table 1, Ti-7Fe contains the lowest β volume fraction (V_f = 62%) and the highest volume fraction of α'' phase (V_f = 38%). This athermal α'' orthorhombic structure, induced by fast cooling, was attained from a distorted hexagonal unit cell in which the c-axis of the orthorhombic unit cell correlates with c-axis of the hexagonal unit cell whereas a and b correspond to the orthogonal axis of the hexagonal unit cell [22]. The α'' orthorhombic martensite, which can be formed upon quenching without assistance from external stress, has also been recognised in other Ti alloy systems [5, 23].
As presented in Fig. 1, when 1 wt% Nb is introduced into the Ti-7Fe alloy, the intensity of the peaks corresponding to $\alpha''$ phase decreases, hence the volume fraction of this phase ($V_f = 34\%$) reduces. With addition of 4 or 6 wt% Nb to Ti-7Fe alloy, the number of the $\alpha''$ phase peaks (i.e. around 53°, 63° and 76°) decreases suggesting that the formation of $\alpha''$ phase is greatly suppressed whereas the intensity of $\beta$ phase peaks and concentration of $\beta$ phase increase (Table 1). When Nb content is 9 wt%, the alloy exhibits the weakest peak of $\alpha''$ phase, while $\beta$ phase peaks become sharper, hence a significant amount of $\beta$ phase with bcc crystal structure is retained (Table 1). Finally, the addition of 11 wt% Nb to Ti-7Fe leads to the retention of only $\beta$ phase as verified by its XRD pattern.

Table 1. Volume fraction ($V_f$) of $\alpha''$ and $\beta$ phases in as-cast Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy nominal composition (wt%)</th>
<th>$\alpha''$ phase $V_f$ (%)</th>
<th>$\beta$ phase $V_f$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{93}$ Fe$_7$</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{92}$ Fe$_7$ Nb$_1$</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{89}$ Fe$_7$ Nb$_4$</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{87}$ Fe$_7$ Nb$_6$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{84}$ Fe$_7$ Nb$_9$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{82}$ Fe$<em>7$ Nb$</em>{11}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The stability of β phase is determined by its ability to undergo martensitic transformation (β→α'', β→α', β→ω) upon quenching to room temperature or upon deformation [15]. Transition metallic elements such as Nb, Ta, V, Mo, and Cr have long served as β-stabilising elements and are mostly used for producing metastable or stable β-type titanium alloys [15]. In this study, as the Nb concentration of the alloys increases, the stability of β-phase improves whereas the propensity of the Ti-7Fe-xNb system to form α'' martensite upon quenching declines. In other words, as more β-stabilizer Nb is added, the β→α'' martensitic start temperature [24], $M_s$, decreases and accordingly the proportion of α'' martensite phase in the alloys cooled to room temperature declines.

The stability of β phase can be predicted based on the DV-Xα cluster method [25] and the molybdenum equivalency ($Mo_{eq}$) parameter [26]. In the DV-Xα cluster method two parameters were defined for calculation [25]. One is the bond order ($Bo$), which is related to the strength of the covalent bond between Ti and an alloying element. The other is the metal d-orbital energy level ($Md$), which is correlated with the electronegativity and the metallic radius of the alloying elements [14]. For an alloy, the average values of bond order ($\overline{Bo}$) and d-orbital energy levels ($\overline{Md}$) are calculated as follows [25, 27]:

$$\overline{Bo} = \sum X_i \cdot (Bo)_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\overline{Md} = \sum X_i \cdot (Md)_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $X_i$ is the atomic fraction of element $i$ in the alloy, $(Bo)_i$ and $(Md)_i$ are the bond order and metal d-orbital energy level values for element $i$, respectively [27].

Additionally, the $Mo_{eq}$ of an alloy can be expressed by the following formula [28]:

$$[Mo]_{eq} = [Mo] + \frac{[Ta]}{5} + \frac{[Nb]}{3.6} + \frac{[W]}{2.5} + \frac{[V]}{1.5} + 1.25[Cr] + 1.25[Ni] + 1.7[Mn] + 1.7[Co] + 2.5[Fe]$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $[x]$ indicates the concentration of element $x$ in weight percent [28].

The stability of β phase improves by increasing $Bo$ or decreasing $Md$ and by increasing $Mo_{eq}$ [15, 26]. Table 2 summarizes the calculated values of $Mo_{eq}$, $\overline{Bo}$ and $\overline{Md}$ of the designed alloys. As indicated, the values for $Mo_{eq}$ are higher than 10 wt% thus classifying all of the alloys into the metastable β category [29]. It is noted that metastable β alloys could also display martensitic
phases in the microstructure during rapid cooling [30]. In this work, Ti-7Fe alloy with the lowest $Mo_{eq}$ value, exhibits the least β phase stability among the metastable β Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys. According to Table 2, with an increase in Nb content of the alloys, the values of $Mo_{eq}$ and $\overline{Bo}$ increase, but $\overline{Md}$ decreases, indicating the enhancement in the β phase stability of the metastable alloys against martensitic (β→α'') transformation [31]. The stability of β phase reaches the maximum in Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy and no α'' martensite is formed. This is also evidenced in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2(f).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy nominal composition (wt%)</th>
<th>β stability indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{93}$Fe$_7$</td>
<td>2.781 2.357 17.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{92}$Fe$_7$Nb$_1$</td>
<td>2.783 2.356 17.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{89}$Fe$_7$Nb$_4$</td>
<td>2.787 2.355 18.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{87}$Fe$_7$Nb$_6$</td>
<td>2.791 2.353 19.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{84}$Fe$_7$Nb$_9$</td>
<td>2.796 2.352 20.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_{82}$Fe$<em>7$Nb$</em>{11}$</td>
<td>2.800 2.350 20.556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optical microstructures of the Ti-7Fe and Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys after etching are shown in Fig. 2. All alloys, except Ti-7Fe-11Nb, have a two-phase morphology comprising β and α'' martensite phases. Ti-7Fe alloy (Fig. 2(a)) exhibits the coexistence of β phase grains and a dense α'' martensite phase precipitated in the β matrix.
Fig. 2 Optical micrographs of Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys: (a) Ti–7Fe, (b) Ti–7Fe–1Nb, (c) Ti–7Fe–4Nb, (d) Ti–7Fe–6Nb, (e) Ti–7Fe–9Nb, and (f) Ti–7Fe–11Nb.

When 1 or 4 wt% β-stabilizer Nb is added, the quantity of α" phase is decreased (Figs. 2(b) and (c)). Similarly, introducing 6 or 9 wt % Nb to the Ti-7Fe alloy leads to the significant reduction in the amount of α" martensite phase, hence β phase becomes more dominant (Figs. 2(d) and (e)). As can be observed in Fig. 2(f), further addition of Nb to 11 wt% enhances β phase stability so that
the microstructure overwhelmingly contains only β phase. The complete retention of β phase by adding 11 wt% Nb is also proved in the X-ray spectra in Fig. 1. Therefore, based on these results, a higher concentration of Nb increases the stability of β phase and decreases the possibility of α'' martensite formation in these metastable β alloys during rapid cooling. The existence of α'' martensite phase in the microstructure has also been recognised in other studies which verify the martensitic transformation of β to α'' phase [32, 33].

The dendritic substructure in the β grains of the as-cast Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys containing the two highest concentrations of Nb can be seen in Figs. 2 (e) and (f). Fig. 3 displays the back scattered electron (BSE) image and associated Ti, Nb and Fe distribution EDX maps obtained for Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy. The contrast in the BSE image (Fig. 3(a)) indicates that the dendritic structure in Fig. 2(f) and similarly in Fig. 2(e) is related to chemical segregation during the solidification process of these specified alloys.

![Backscattered SEM image of Ti–7Fe–11Nb alloy and its X–ray element distribution maps: (b) Nb distribution, (c) Ti distribution and (d) Fe distribution.](image)

The distribution maps in Figs. 3(b) and (c) illustrate that due to solute redistribution during
solidification, Nb is accumulated in β dendrites, whereas Ti is rejected into the liquid resulting in higher concentration of Ti in interdendritic zones. This segregation pattern is a consequence of higher melting point of Nb which causes this element to have a partition coefficient higher than one when it dissolves in Ti. In contrast, Fig. 3(d) indicates that Fe presents a more uniform distribution across the whole area which is due to its high diffusion rate in Ti [34]. Similar results were obtained in a Ti-Nb-Sn alloy system [35] where Nb, with a higher melting point and partition coefficient greater than unit level, is segregated in the dendritic areas whereas Sn, with lower melting point and a partition coefficient less than one, and Ti are concentrated in interdendritic areas.

Studies show that the presence of more β-stabiliser (e.g. Nb) in dendrites and its lower concentration in interdendritic regions can cause martensite transformation e.g. β→α", mainly in interdendritic zones [36, 37]. In our work, the α" martensite formation is not completely suppressed in Ti-7Fe-9Nb alloy (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) and it is expected that this minor martensitic transformation occurs mainly in the interdendritic zones which contain less Nb. The presence of α" can affect the mechanical properties of Ti alloys which will be discussed in the next section. In the case of Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy with the highest Nb content and $Mo_{eq}$ value, and despite its dendritic microstructure, the martensitic transformation is suppressed, suggesting that the Nb concentration in the interdendritic regions may still be high enough to stabilise β phase during quenching of the alloy.

3.2. Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of the titanium alloys are largely affected by the constituent phases and their volume fraction [38]. As such, to investigate the influence of composition on the mechanical behavior of the alloys, compressive mechanical testing and Vickers hardness measurements were carried out. Generally, a compressive test is not as sensitive as a tensile test to minor processing flaws which lead to premature failure. Consequently, compressive testing results can display the
intrinsic behaviour (strength/work hardening) of the material and can be used to predict its tensile properties [39, 40].

Fig. 4 displays the typical compressive stress-strain curves of the series of Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys at room temperature. The compressive test was stopped either after failure of the alloy or when the maximum load capacity (100 kN) of the test machine was reached. According to Fig. 4, Nb addition impacts strongly the mechanical properties of the alloys. With the exception of Ti-7Fe and Ti-7Fe-1Nb, the alloys did not fail during compressive testing even after being largely deformed by ~42% in the case of Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy. From Fig. 4, the 0.2% proof compressive yield stress and the plastic strain of the alloys were measured and their variations, with respect to the concentration of Nb (wt% Nb) are presented in Fig. 5. It can be inferred from Fig. 5 that the compressive yield strength of all alloys are higher than those of CP-Ti (552 MPa) [41] and Ti-6Al-4V (970 MPa) [42] alloys. Additionally, both compressive yield strength and plastic strain of the alloys are influenced by Nb content. As can be seen, Ti-7Fe, the least stable alloy ($M_{\text{eq}} = 17.5$ wt%) that does not contain Nb, exhibits the highest yield strength (1847 MPa) and the lowest plastic strain (2%). This can be attributed to the existence of the highest concentration of $\alpha''$ martensite phase in its microstructure which is evident from Table 1 and Fig. 2(a). Since the orthorhombic crystal structure of $\alpha''$ phase contains less slip systems than the bcc crystal structure of $\beta$ phase, higher stress is needed for plastic deformation of $\alpha''$ phase than for the $\beta$ phase matrix [43].
Compressive stress–strain curves of Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys at room temperature.

Compressive yield stress and plastic strain of Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys.

Conversely, according to Fig. 5, the yield strength of the alloys is reduced and their plastic strain is improved substantially with increasing Nb concentration. It is widely known that Nb is a β stabilizer element [11]. As more Nb is added to the alloys, the $M_{eq}$ is enhanced which implies an increase in β phase stability and a reduction in the concentration of high strength brittle α$''$ phase of the alloys, as can also be inferred from Table 1. Consequently, in the present study, Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy with the highest Nb content and dominant β phase microstructure possesses the lowest yield strength which is still greater than those of the best commercial Ti-based biomaterials, e.g. CP-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V as mentioned above. The higher yield strength enhances the capacity of the
alloy against its permanent shape change which could benefit the patient [44]. Moreover, due to the high plasticity of β phase structure [11], this alloy also presents the highest plastic strain (38%) among the alloys when the maximum load capacity (100 kN) of the test machine was reached and the test was stopped. The high plastic strain of this alloy indicates its good workability at room temperature.

The elastic modulus values of the alloys are shown in Fig. 6. As seen in Fig. 6, the Young’s modulus values of the alloys decrease with the increase in their Nb content. Among all alloys, Ti-7Fe, which has the least stable β phase microstructure (\(M_{\text{eq}} = 17.5\) wt%) and contains the greatest proportion of α'' phase, presents the highest Young’s modulus (129 GPa). When 1 or 4 wt% Nb is added to this alloy, the Young’s modulus reduces subsequently. Further increases in Nb content (6, 9, 11 wt %) and hence β phase stability, lead to more reductions in the values of Young's modulus of the alloys as displayed in Fig. 6. These results may be associated with the formation possibility of martensitic α'' phase during quenching [38]. In this work, α'' phase is found in all alloys except Ti-7Fe-11Nb, especially in Ti-7Fe, Ti-7Fe-1Nb and Ti-7Fe-4Nb alloys with low Nb contents. As explained earlier, with an increase in β-stabilizer Nb content, the likelihood of the alloys undergoing a β→α'' martensitic transformation, hence the volume fraction of α'' martensite in their microstructure is reduced. This results in a progressive decline in Young’s modulus values of the alloys reaching the minimum (84 GPa) in Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy which has the highest concentration of Nb and a single β phase microstructure (\(M_{\text{eq}} = 20.56\) wt%). In the present study, among the alloys, the Young’s modulus values of Ti-7Fe-6Nb, Ti-7Fe-9Nb and Ti-7Fe-11Nb are smaller than those of commercially used biomedical Ti alloys, e.g. CP-Ti (104 GPa) [19] and Ti–6Al–4V (114 GPa) [45]. The achieved results for Young’s modulus agree with those for various phases of Ti alloys, where the Young's modulus of the phases increases in the sequence of \(\beta < \alpha'' < \alpha' < \omega\) [23, 46].
Fig. 6 Young’s modulus of Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys.

Fig. 7 shows the SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces for the Ti-7Fe and Ti-7Fe-1Nb alloys after a compressive test. Since the Ti-7Fe-xNb (x= 4, 6, 9, 11) series alloys did not fail during a compressive test, their fractographies were not examined. As shown in Fig. 7(a), Ti-7Fe is characterised by cleavage facets together with some dimpled surfaces which are shallow, smooth and small in size. This feature corresponds to the less ductile nature of the specimen as is also indicated by the low value of compressive strain (8%). As can be seen in Fig. 7(b), the fracture surface of Ti-7Fe-1Nb alloy contains more dimples which are larger and rougher in some areas. This is related to the increase in the ductility of this alloy with addition of 1 wt% Nb, which is consistent with the compressive strain of 11%.
Fig. 7 SEM fractographic morphologies of (a) Ti-7Fe and (b) Ti-7Fe-1Nb alloys after compressive testing.

Fig. 8 displays the Vickers hardness values of the studied alloys. The results show that the Vickers hardness of all alloys are higher than those of commercially used biomedical Ti alloys, e.g. CP-Ti (190 Hv) [22] and Ti–6Al–4V (294 Hv) [47]. Additionally, the Vickers hardness values of the alloys are influenced by Nb content. The highest Vickers hardness is found for Ti-7Fe (560 Hv) which contains the highest concentration of α'' phase ($V_f = 38\%$). With further addition of β-stabilizer Nb, up to 11 wt%, hence an increase in β-phase stability, the hardness of the alloys declines reaching the minimum in single β Ti-7Fe-11Nb (325 Hv). Yet, it is still greater than those of commercially used CP-Ti and Ti–6Al–4V as mentioned above. The α'' martensitic phase has greater hardness than β phase [46]. As such, the observed decrease in the measured Vickers hardness values of Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys with addition of Nb, can be attributed to the decrease in their α'' phase concentration which is evident from Table 1 and Fig. 2. The measured Vickers
hardness values are very similar to those for other titanium alloys containing Nb. For example, the Vickers hardness values are between 289 and 479 Hv for Ti–xNb–3Fe alloys (x = 10, 15, 20, 25 wt%) [48], between 400 and 500 Hv for Ti–Nb–Zr–X (X = Cr, Fe, Ta) alloys [49] and in the range of 412-575 Hv for the Ti–Cr–xNb (x = 10, 20, 30 at%) alloy system [50].

![Graph of Vickers hardness versus Nb content](image)

**Fig. 8** Vickers hardness of Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys.

Researchers have demonstrated an association between the wear characteristics and hardness of the materials which suggests that wear resistance improves with increasing hardness [51, 52]. As such, according to the Vickers hardness values, it is expected that all designed alloys will have better wear resistance than CP-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V alloys. This can result in the reduction of wear debris which may prevent loosening of implants and increase their longevity in the human body [53].
Fig. 9 The morphologies of the plastic deformation zones beneath Vickers indenter in: (a) Ti–7Fe, (b) Ti–7Fe–4Nb, and (c) Ti–7Fe–11Nb alloys.

Fig. 9 illustrates the deformation region underneath the Vickers indenter in Ti-7Fe, Ti-7Fe-4Nb and Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloys. Notably, with the increase in Nb content of the alloys, hence decrease in their Vickers hardness values, the penetration of the indenter in the alloys’ surface and the lateral
size of the indentation both increase. Additionally, in all three alloys, immediately surrounding the bulge area (tip of the indent), several semi-circular slip-steps called primary shear bands [21] can be seen. Interestingly, in Ti-7Fe-4Nb and Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloys (Figs. 9(b) and (c)) with higher Nb content, additional radial slip-steps named secondary shear bands, initiating along the indentation surface in a form of straight lines [21], can be observed.

It is clear that the density of primary shear bands is greater than that of the secondary ones. The shear bands are produced when the local stress exceeds the yield point [21] and materials deform plastically. They are formed as a consequence of the highly localized deformation during indentation. To be more precise, the presence of shear bands indicates excessive deformation as a result of strain localization [38, 54]. It has been reported that during indentation, the primary shear bands are activated first from the stress produced by the applied load and then, to accommodate further plastic deformation, the secondary shear bands emanate [20].

Generally, for materials with good plastic deformation ability, when the indenter penetrates their surface, the subsurface materials near the indenter tip are deformed due to hydrostatic pressure and are hardened subsequently by the applied plastic deformation. Under such conditions, the stress is not enough to produce further plastic deformation in this region. However, this hardened area could compress the near materials and cause this area to deform plastically which results in the formation of shear bands. Likewise, once this part also becomes hardened, it could produce plastic deformation in the adjacent materials, therefore shear bands formation could extend to adjacent areas beneath the indented surface [55]. In this work, Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy presents a larger deformation zone, with more primary and secondary shear bands beneath indent, than Ti-7Fe and Ti-7Fe-4Nb alloys (Fig. 9(c)). This is due to its microstructure which consists of β phase with higher plastic deformation ability than α" phase [56]. Notably, in the Ti-7Fe-4Nb alloy with a lower β-stabiliser Nb content, the size of the plastic deformation zone and the number of primary and secondary shear bands observed are reduced (Fig. 9(b)). This can be attributed to its higher concentration of α" martensitic phase and an associated lower plastic deformation ability than β phase [56] that causes plastic deformation to be concentrated only in a smaller region...
beneath the indenter tip. Finally, in case of Ti-7Fe alloy, with highest volume fraction of α'' phase, the size of the deformation zone and the amount of the observed primary shear bands are minimized while no secondary ones can be seen in Fig. 9(a).

Based on these experimental results, it is suggested that addition of Nb can considerably reduce the formation of α'' martensite and enhance the stability of β phase, hence improving the mechanical properties of Ti-Fe based alloy required for biomedical application. However, it would be interesting to compare Nb with other alloying elements (e.g. Mo, Zr, Ta) for their effects on the phase stability and the mechanical properties of the Ti-Fe alloy and then select the best alloying element for future studies.

4. Conclusion

This work investigated the effects of Nb on the β phase stability and the resulting microstructure and mechanical properties of the designed Ti-Fe-Nb alloys. The results revealed that Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys can include β and α'' phases, the proportions of which depend on the amount of β-stabilizer Nb. As more Nb (1, 4, 6, 9 wt%) is introduced into the Ti-7Fe alloy, the proportion of α'' phase declines until at 11 wt% no α'' phase remains. Instead, the alloy microstructure only includes β phase with a bcc crystal structure. It is proposed that increasing the Nb content enhances the β phase stability of the designed alloys against β→α'' martensitic transformation during rapid cooling.

The hardness (325-520 Hv) and compressive yield strength (985-1847 MPa) of Ti-7Fe and Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys varied depending on the relative proportions of β and α'' phases. However, they were better than for the best commercial Ti-based biomaterials, CP-Ti (190 Hv, 552 MPa) and Ti-6Al-4V (294 Hv, 970 MPa) alloys. Progressively increasing the Nb content from 0 to 11 wt%, reduced the Young’s modulus values from 129 GPa to 84 GPa, thus providing a much lower elastic modulus than for CP-Ti (104 GPa) and Ti–6Al–4V (114 GPa). Moreover, Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy exhibited the highest plastic deformation, indicating its good workability at room temperature. It also presented the highest numbers of primary and secondary shear bands beneath
the Vickers indenter due to its dominant β phase microstructure.
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Figure captions:

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of the as-cast Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys.

Fig. 2 Optical micrographs of Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys: (a) Ti–7Fe, (b) Ti–7Fe–1Nb, (c) Ti–7Fe–4Nb, (d) Ti–7Fe–6Nb, (e) Ti–7Fe–9Nb, and (f) Ti–7Fe–11Nb.

Fig. 3 (a) Backscattered SEM image of Ti–7Fe–11Nb alloy and its X-ray element distribution maps: (b) Nb distribution, (c) Ti distribution and (d) Fe distribution.

Fig. 4 Compressive stress–strain curves of Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys at room temperature.

Fig. 5 Compressive yield stress and plastic strain of Ti-7Fe-xNb alloys.

Fig. 6 Young’s modulus of Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys.

Fig. 7 SEM fractographic morphologies of: (a) Ti-7Fe and (b) Ti-7Fe-1Nb alloys after compressive testing.

Fig. 8 Vickers hardness of Ti–7Fe–xNb alloys.

Fig. 9 The morphologies of the plastic deformation zones beneath Vickers indenter in: (a) Ti–7Fe, (b) Ti–7Fe–4Nb, and (c) Ti–7Fe–11Nb alloys.
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Highlight

- Nb addition affects the β phase stability and α” martensitic phase transformation.
- Adding 11 wt% Nb is enough to retain only β phase.
- All alloys exhibit hardness and strength higher than those of Ti-6Al-4V and CP-Ti.
- Ti-7Fe-11Nb alloy presents the lowest elastic modulus and largest plastic strain.